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I spent a couple of days in the Elbsandstone mountains checking out some of the bouldering
venues. Mostly I was in the Bahratal which is located just South of Pirna, near the town of
Berggießhübel. The area contains around 10 bouldering sectors, each with upwards of 30+
problems. All climbing here is on Sandstone boulders and walls. The forest is littered with a
bizzare range of blocks in all shapes and sizes, and you'll have to apply a good variety of
climbing styles.

      

The Elbsandstone area is a nature conservation area, and has traditionally been a climbing
venue famous for its lack of bolted protection and trad style gear placement, as well as a ban on
chalk. Over the last 20 years locals have also been developing the boulders as an alternative to
tradtional climbing. However, the bouldering had mostly gone unnoticed until an article in the
Germany magazine Klettern, which contained sketches and information on the area. Not only
did this draw a huge crowd of boulderers to the Elbsandstein, but it also caught the eye of the
forest patrols who did not like the fact that chalk was being used for a lot of the problems. Since
then, people caught with chalk have been fined by the police, and it has become an overall
tricky situation for climbers in general.

  

  

  

{gallery}elbi{/gallery}The quality of the bouldering is very high, and could be one of the hardest
areas in Germany. The amount of problems in the 7b - 8a difficulties is staggering. It's no
suprise that some of the best climbers come from Sachsen. For begginers and internemdiate
climbers, this might well be a put-off, as there are not that many good easy boulders. There are
also a lot of traverses, and if you're used to sparkling clean boulders like in Bleau you may be
dissapointed. This is typical Germany bouldering, deep in forests with plenty of green and
mossy climbs.

  

I can recommend checking the website Gulag-online.de  for topographs on the areas, and
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http://www.gulag-online.de/
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general information. Although the website is not up-to-date it still provides plenty of info on the
different sectors.

{mosmap lat='50.88321783657009'|lon='13.980960845947266'|zoom='10'|text='Bahratal,
Elbsandstein'|tooltip='Bahratal'|marker='0'}
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